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MATHEMA TICS
THE WEIGHTED DIEUDONNE THEOREM F OR DENSITY
IN TENSOR PRODUCTS 1)
BY
.Joxo B . PR OLLA
(Communicat ed by Prof. A. C. Z A A N E N at the meeting of N ov ember 28 , 1970)
1. I ntroduction
The objective of this paper is twofold. Firstly, to present an altern ate
proof of the weighted Dieudonne theorem for density in te nsor produ cts
due to NAcHBIN (Theorem 1, § 23, [4]), and second ly , to exte nd it to
weighted spaces of vector-valued fun ctions.
The class ical Dieudonne t heorem for densit y in tensor products can be
proved directly using parti ti ons of uni ty , or alte rnative ly using the Sto ne-
Weierstrass theorem. (Fo r both proofs, see § 20, [4]). The direct proof
of the weighted Dieudonne t heorem due to Nachbin is quite long, the
main idea still being parti t ions of the unity , now by means of fun ct ions
belonging to one of the weighted spaces. On t he other hand, the St one-
Weierstrass theorem is sub sumed by the bounded case of the weighted
appr oximation problem. So it seems natural to ask whether an alternate
proof of t he weighted Dieudonne theorem can be found base d on the
bounded case of the weighted approximation problem. In § 2 we show
how to accompl ish this.
The most natural setting for t he vector-valued case is the one in which
the range spaces are locally convex spaces which are topological modules
over some to pologica l algebra A . One then considers t he A-tensor product
of th ese modules. The case in which the ra nge spaces are only vecto r
spaces over the same field K of scalars is t hen a particular case, namely
A = K. Another interesting case occurs when one of the range spaces is
the algebra A it self and the other range space is an essential A-module,
i.e. eve ry element in the module can be approximated by finit e sums
of products ax, where a belongs to the algebra and x to the modul e.
Throughout this paper we use the notations of [4] an d [5], where all
symbols and terms used here without explanation or definition are ex-
plained or defined.
2. Let E and F be two completely regular Hausdorff spaces and V
1) This research was suppo r te d by the National Science F ounda t ion , Grant No.
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and W two directed sets of upper semi -continuous positive real- valued
functions on E and F respecti vely . Let V x W denote the set of all functi ons
v Q9 10 on E x F , where v E V and 10 E W . Recall that v Q9 10 is t he fun ction
defined on Ex F by (x , y) --+ v(x )w(y ). Let 0 Voo(E ) Q9 OWoo(F ) denote the
vector space of all finite sums of funct ions of the form I Q9 g, where
I E OFoo(E ) and g E O Woo(F)·
2.1. Theorem (Naohbin). O Voo (E ) Q9 O Woo(F ) is dense in
O(V X W) oo(E x Pl.
For our proof we need the following.
2.2. L e mma. Let A be a separating and self-adjoint subalgebra of
Ob(X ), where X is a completely reqular H ausdorff space. Let L be a vector
subspace of 0 Voo(X ) which is an A -module, where V is a directed set 01
weights over X. A [unction. I E O Voo(X ) belongs to the closure of L i f, and
only i f , l or each x E X suc h that f(x ) =f- 0 and v(x )> 0 for some v E V, there
exists 10 E L such thai w(x)=f- O.
Pr oof. Since A C Ob(X), t he A-mod ule L is localizable under A in
OVoo(X ). (See Theorem 1, § 30, NACHBIN [4]. ) He nce I E OVoo(X ) belongs
t o the closure of L in OVoo(X) if, and only if, f(x) belongs to the closure
of L(x) in O Voo({x }), for each X EX. Now f(x) belongs to the closure of
L (x) whenever f(x) = 0 or v(x) = 0 for all v E V . Indeed, in the second case
oVoo ({x}) is equipped with the O-seminorm only .
Proof of Theorem 2.1. LetA denote the subalgebra Ob(E) @
® Ob(F ) of Ob(E x Pl. It is clear that A is self-adjoint and separating on
E x F . For every pail' f E 0 Voo(E ) and g E 0 Woo(F), f ® g belongs to
O(V x W) co(E x Pl. (See Proposit ion I , § 23, NACHBIN [4].) Let L denote
O Voo(E) 0 0 lYoo(F ). The fact t hat OVoo(E) is a Ob(E )-module and OWoo(.P)
is a Ob(F )-module implies that L is a n A-module. Let I E O(V x W) oo(E x P )
and (x , y) E E x F be such that f (x , y ) =f- 0 a nd (v 0 w)(:r, y) > 0 for some
v ® 10 E V X W. It follows that v(x )> 0 and w(y)> O. By Lemma 1, § 2:~,
NACIIBIN [4J, the partial functions t - ;> 101(t) = I(t, y ) and u --+ W2 (U) = f (x, u )
belong t o 0 Voo(E) and 0 WooC}!') respec t ively. Hence 10 = l/iI ® 102 belongs
t o L and w(x , y) = [f("f, y)]2 =f- O. By th e above Lemma, f belongs t o the
closure of L, Thus L is dense in O(V ~~ W )oo(lE :< F).
3. To extend the above resul t t o vector-valued functions we need the
ana logue of Lemma 2.2, namely the following result.
3.1. L emma. L et X , V and A as in Lemma 2.2 and B a locally
convex H ausdorff space . L et L C OVoo(X, B) be a vector subspace wh ich is
an A-module. A fu nction f E O V",, (X , B ) belongs to the closure 01 L i f, and
on ly ii, l or every x E X such that v(x )> 0 lor some v E V , the vector f(x)
is in the closure 01 L(x) in B .
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Proof. Since A C Ob(X), the A-module L is localizable under A m
OV",,(X, B). (See Theorem 10, § 6, NACHBIN, MACHADO, PROLLA [5].)
Hence I E OV",,(X, B) belongs to the closure of L if, and only if, for every
x E X the vector I(x) belongs to the closure of L(x) in OV",,({x}, E). If
IE OVoo(X, B) belongs to the closure of L and x E X is such that v(x) > °
for some v E V, let B>°and p be a continuous seminorm on B. There
exists WE L such that sup {v(t)p(f(t) - w(t)); t E X} < BV(X). In particular,
v(x)p(f(x) - w(x)) < cv(x), i.e. p(f(x) - w(x)) < Band I(x) belongs to the closure
of L(x) in B. Conversely, suppose I(x) belongs to the closure of L(x) in
B for every x E X such that v(x) > °for some v E V. Let t E X and u. E V,
B>° and p a continuous seminorm on B be given. If u(t) = 0, then
u(t)p(f(t) - w(t)) < B for any w E L. If u(t) > 0, by the above hypothesis
there is w E L such that p(f(t) - w(t)) < BjU(t). Hence u(t)p(f(t) - u(t)) < B.
In any case I(t) belongs to the closure of L(t) in OVoo({t}, B) for every
t E X, and by the remark made at the beginning of the proof, I belongs
to the closure of L in OVoo(X, B), q.e.d.
3.2. Corollary. OV",,(X) ® B is dense in OVoo(X, B).
Proof. Let A=Ob(X) and L=OV",,(X) ®B. Since OVoo(X) is a
Ob(X)-module, it follows that L is an A-module. Let IE OV",,(X, B) and
x E X be such that v(x) > ° for some v E V. If I(x) = 0, then I(x) E L(x)
obviously. If I(x) i=- 0, let rp be a continuous linear functional on B such
that rp(f(x))i=-O. We claim that rp 01 belongs to OVoo(X). Let UE V and
B>O be given. Since I E OV",,(X, B) there exists K C X compact such that
u(t) Irp(f(t)) 1< B whenever t E X is outside of K. Hence rp 0 I belongs to
OV",,(X) as claimed. Let g E OVoo(X) be the function rp 0 t1rp(f(x)). Then
g(x) = 1 and g 0 I(x) E OVoo(X) ® B is such that [g ® l(x)J(:r) = I(x), i.e.
I(x) E L(x). By Lemma 3.1, OVoo(X) ® B is dense in OVoo(X, B).
3.3. Corollary. Let E, F, V and W be as in Theorem 2.1. Then
OV",,(E) (8) OW",,(F, B) is dense in O(V x W)",,(E x F, B).
Proof. Immediate from Corollary 3.2 combined with Theorem 2.1.
4. In this section we extend Theorem 2.1 to the case of vector-valued
functions, when the range spaces are locally convex A-modules.
4.1. Definition. Let A be a topological algebra. A topological module
over A, also said a topological A -module, is a topological vector space B
which is a (lelt or right) module over A in the usual algebraic sense, such
that the bilinear map A x B ~ B (whose value at (a, b) we will denote by ab)
is continuous.
If both A and B are locally convex spaces, the bilinear map A x B ~ B
is continuous if, and only if, given any continuous seminorm p on B,
there exist a continuous seminorm ql on A, a continuous seminorm P2
on B and a constant k>O such that p(ab) <,kql(a)P2(b) for all a E A, b E B.
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4.2. E x amp1e s . (a) Every topological vector space is a topo-
logical module over the scalar field.
(b) Every topological algebra with jointly continuous multiplication
is a topological module over itself.
(c) If A is a Banach algebra and B is a Banach A-module in the sense
of HEWITT [3] or RIEFFEL [7], then B is a topological A-module.
4.3. Definition. A net {Xi} of elements of a topological algebra A
such that Xia -+ a for every a E A, is called an approximate left unit. Similarly
one defines approximate right and two-sided units.
An approximate left (or right) unit is said to be bounded if the net
{Xi} is bounded. If A is locally convex, {xd is bounded if, and only if,
sup {q(Xi); i E I} < 00 for each continuous seminorm q on A. If moreover
there exists a constant K < +00 such that sup {q(Xi); i E I} < K for all
continuous seminorms q which belong to a family of seminorms which
determines the topology of A, then {Xi} is said to be uniformly bounded.
4.4. Remark. Let R be any ring and let M be a left R-module.
If R has a unit element e, and if em = m for all m E M, then M is said to
be a unital module. This motivates the following.
4.5. Definition. Let A be a topological algebra with an approximate
left unit {ail and let B be a (left or right) topological module over A. If aib -+ b
for all b E B, then B is said to be an approximate left-unital module. Similarly
one defines approximate right-unital modules. If {ad is an approximate
two-sided unit and aib -+ b for all b e B, then B is said to be an approximate
unital module.
4.6. Definition. Let A be a topological algebra and let B be a (left
or right) topological module over A. We say that B is an essential A -module
if the vector space spanned by AB = {ab; a E A, b E B} is dense in B.
4.7. The 0 rem. Let A be a locally convex topological algebra with a
bounded approximate left unit {Xi}' and let B be a locally convex space which
is a (left or right) topological A -module. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) B is an essential A-module.
(b) B is an approximate left-unital module.
Proof. It is evident that (b) implies (a). Let boEB. Given 8>0 and
p a continuous seminorm on B, there exist a continuous seminorm q
on A, a continuous seminorm pi on B and a constant k> 0 such that
p(ab)<,kq(a)p'(b) for all aEA, bEB. Since {Xi} is bounded, there exists
a constant c> 0 such that q(xt}< c for all i E I. Since B is an essential
A -module, there exists al ... , an E A and bi, ... , bn E B such that
and
12 Indagationes
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Choose now jo E I such that i > jo implies
for all 1< k <n. Then for i > jo we have
P(bO-XibO) <p(bo- ~ akbk)+p( ~ akbk-xi( ~ ctkbk))
+P(Xi( ~ ctkbk) - XibO) <
< e/3 + ~ p( (ak - xjak)bk)+q(Xi)P' ( ~ akbk- bo)k
<e/3+ ~q(ak-xiak)p'(bk)+c·e/3c
< e/3 +n·e/3n +e/3 = e.
This ends the proof that (a) =* (b).
4.8. Remarks. For many topological modules the properties (a)
and (b) of Theorem 4.7 are equivalent to the stronger property
(c) AB={ab;aEA, bEB}=B.
When (c) is valid we say that the A-module B has the [actorization.
property. Clearly any unital module has the factorization property. COHEN
[1] proved that every Banach algebra with a bounded approximate unit
has the factorization property, a result that was extended by HEWITT [3]
to bounded approximate left-unital Banach modules. The notion of
essential A-modules was introduced by RIEFFEL [7]. Theorem 4.7 above
is a straightforward generalization of the corresponding result of Rieffel
for Banach modules. The equivalence (c) and (a) or (b) has been established
for Freohet algebras (CRAW [2]) and Frechet modules (OVAERT [6],
SUMMERS [8]).
4.9. Definition. Let A be a locally convex topological algebra,
and let M and N be two locally convex spaces which are topological
modules over A. Then M Q9A N is defined to be the quotient locally
convex space (M Q9 N)/D, where M Q9 N is the tensor product of the
vector spaces M and N endowed with the projective tensor product
topology, and D is the closed linear subspace of M Q9 N spanned by
elements of the form (ax Q9 y-x Q9 ay), a E A, x E M, YEN.
Now let E, F, V and W be as in § 2, and let A, M and N be as in the
above definition. If [: E --+ M and g: F --+ N, then t Q9A g denotes the
map (x, y) --+ t(x) Q9A g(y) from Ex F into M Q9A N. If t and g are con-
tinuous, t Q9A g is also continuous. Moreover, if t E OVco(E, M) and
g E OWoo(F, N), then t ®A g belongs to the space O(V x W)oo(E x F,
M Q9A N), the generalization of Proposition 1, § 23, NACHBIN [4] being
straightforward. We will denote by OVoo(E, M) Q9A OWoo(F, N) the vector
subspace of O(V x W)oo(Ex F, M Q9A N) consisting of all finite sums of
mappings of the form t Q9A g, where t E OVco(E, M), g E OWco(F, N).
4.10. Theorem. OVoo(E, M) Q9A OWoo(F, N) is dense in O(V x W)oo
(E x F, M Q9A N).
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Proof. The subspace OVoo(E, M) Q9A OWoo(F, N) contains
[OVoo(E) C'9 OWoo(F)] (8) (M Q9A N).
By Theorem 2.1, OVoo(E) (8) OWoo(F) is dense in O(V x W)oo(E x F).
Hence, OVoo(E, M) Q9A OWoo(F, N) is dense in O(V x W)oo(E x F) Q9
Q9 (M Q9A N), which is dense in O(V x W)oo(E x F, M Q9A N), by Co-
rollary 3.2.
4.11. Corollary. Let E, F, V and W be as in Theorem 2.1 and let
M and N be two locally convex spaces. Then OVoo(E, M) Q9 OWoo(F, N)
is dense in O( V x W)oo(E x F, M @ N).
Proof. Let A = K, the scalar field of M and N.
4.12. Corollary. Let A be a locally convex topological algebra and
let M be a locally convex space which is an essential topological module
over A. Then OVoo(E, A) C'9 OWoo(F, M) is dense in O(V x W)oo(E x F, M).
Proof. Both A and Mare K-modulos and A Q9K M is the linear
span of AM in ~f, which is donse in .1Jf. since M is essential.
The author wishes to thank Dr. Leopoldo Nachbin for a suggestion
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